
Nobel Peace Prize Winning

President Obama:
You say you cannot blindly follow the non-violent examples of Martin Luther King and Gandhi and as president must respond to

. We ask to you Mr. President, is the greatest threat to the American people made by a few

hundred angry men in the deserts of the Middle East, or by

? Oil, coal and carbonizing energy corporations drive our “ ” as rationalization for war in ,

, and . Our American history shows us that we have , many too democratic for

corporations to profit from and so we have interfered in their national sovereignty out of economic self interest. All the while, as

against, defense contracting corporations have kept the flames of war going to

increase their bottom line. In the last 50 years corporations have succeeded in stacking the deck in their favor by using

and inordinate efforts that exceed those of any . As a result, Insurance and Pharmaceutical

companies thwart us from joining the rest of the developed world with a system. As a result, the

Federal Reserve has been turned into a fountain of unlimited cash taken from the pockets of America’s working classes and

given to financial corporations here and abroad with no accountability, while turning a once proud

. As a result, corporations worldwide have cooked up our Earth with a World Trade Organization

marketplace that destabilizes poor but once sustainable developing world economies and pollutes the planet with unregulated

resource extraction and contamination. As a result, while a tiny few live in luxurious wealth. As

a result, this attempts to lay ever greater claims to more resources, more access to finances and power to

escalate their profits. As a result, they drive the that allow presidents to , soldiers to , administration

officials to , elected officials to participate in foreign s, remote control innocent foreign

citizens, all without threat of punishment. As a result, proceeds unchecked

and consequently we are being forced to look forward to the following list of

: of species, including coral reefs and in our oceans; 50% reduction of snow and

glacier based supplies; 200 million ; catastrophic in Africa, Australia while catastrophic ing in Asia;

altered weather patterns increase severity and alter location of flooding, drought and surges; of Pacific Islands

and beaches and . As a result, has eliminated accurate

reporting of news and events and meaningful public dialog regarding public policy and the overall operations of government as

related to the well-being of citizens. As a result, our citizenry is ill-informed and largely unaware of the depth of our current

multiple crises and can be manipulated by the “ClimateGate”, “Death Panels”, “Swift Boats”

and “Death Taxes” engineered to influence public opinion. As a result, corporations lobby the

to reduce their tax burden, eliminate public safety nets and labor laws, and attempt to force defunded

governments into public infrastructures, including schools, hospitals, water, waste, energy, roads ... anything they think

they can take over and over-charge us for. As a result, our democracy has been turned into a tyrannical oligarchy of monied and

powerful interests and !

threats made to the American people

corporations attempting to control every facet of our world’s

economy national interests Iraq

Afghanistan Pakistan overthrown 60 governments

President Eisenhower so clearly warned us

campaign

finance lobbying ordinary citizen

Single Payer Health Care

banking system into a high risk

casino for the wealthy

fewer and fewer can make a living

pyramid scheme of wealth

lie torture

commit crimes coup d’ etat drones kill

Global Climate Disruption

horrors mass extinction all edible fish

water refugees drought flood

storm inundation

coastal regions worldwide corporate ownership and consolidation of media

defunding of our local, state and

national governments

privatizing

we want our democracy back

by 2050

information myth scandals

creation of laws

because corporations have

control over our “democratic” processes worldwide

such as

from sandy:
Note
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Dear Mr. President, What We Want From You:

No More Wars for Empire

A Climate Treaty with Carbon Tax, Feebates
and Ratification of the Earth Charter

Single Payer Health Care

Stop Borrowing from SS and
create a National Pension System

Restore Taxation of Wealth &

a Stop to all Privatization

Restore Taxation of Wealth &

a Stop to all Privatization

Nationalize the Banks

24 Million Residential Solar Rooftops24 Million Residential Solar Rooftops

Free Public Transportation
and national train system

Free Public Education Through College

Also:
Vote and Election Reform, the Elimination of Corporate Personhood,

and creation of a Department of Peace
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